Overview:

One of the greatest strengths of adding iPads to a classroom is putting the power to CREATE into the hands of a student. During this PD workshop, teachers will create six artifacts using an iPad. The artifacts include an iBook, comic strip, movie, a lesson plan using QR Codes, a modern "webquest" using Google, and a physical, foldable cube and picture collage of the day's activities.

By getting hands-on experience in actually creating these types of authentic assessments and interactive lessons, teachers can see first-hand how to apply them to their classrooms to improve student achievement. There will be some paid iPad applications used in this session, so please come prepared with your charged iPad, and your Apple ID.

By the end of this session, participants will have created the following:

- An iBook
- A comic book
- A movie from iMovie
- A lesson plan using QR Codes
- A modern "webquest" using Google Forms
- A photo collage / foldable cube of the day's activities

Outline:

1. Welcome and introduction
2. Creating iBooks
3. Creating Comics
4. A movie from iMovie
5. QR Codes: What are they, and how can I make a lesson plan using them?
6. Google Forms: The modern webquest
7. Photo Collage: A quick multimedia tutorial
8. Additional products, as time and interests allow
9. Evaluation / Q&A